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Men are increasingly in crisis. Depression,

B anxiety,
E . confusion, addiction, suicide and a

The pervading orthodoxy of the day may
reject strong empowered men, yet this is an

pervading sense of purposelessness haunt

incredible opportunity. The time is ripe for a

the modern man. Where once men strived to

new man. A man with the grit, discipline,

escape the restrictive 1950’s notion of the

determination and moral virtue of old, with

robotic man without feelings, independence

the imagination, creativity, and worldliness of

of thought and courage of mind, now men

today. The modern man should sit between

struggle with the opposite problem:

the archaic bully and the modern day wimp,

relentless sentimentality, constrained

striving for his life, channeling disciplined

progressive ideologies of ‘patriarchy’ and

alpha energy.

‘toxic masculinity’, and weakness of spirit
stemming from a lack of clearly defined

Richard Joy,

values and goals. Recovering Man exists to
start a fightback.
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Richard Joy is the Founder of Recovering

Richard states that he spent his 20s

Man. Based in London, England, his early

drinking, reading books, watching porn,

life was marked by extreme violence in the

and seeking sympathy from the world. He

household he grew up in, with no father in

was so resentful towards his elder brother

the home, his mentally ill elder brother ran

that when he committed suicide he didn't

rampant, creating a hellish environment.

break a tear once, and went further into

After years of physical abuse and smoking

drinking and dislocation from society. After

cannabis, he began to have panic attacks

getting alcohol withdrawals, he tried his

at 17 and turned to alcohol to medicate the

best to sort his life out, realising he was a

deep fear. This led to years of problem

mid-20s no-hoper living with his mother

drinking, resentment and blaming others.

and destroyed by fear.

"THE PATH BETWEEN EMPATHY AND ACTION IS THE WAY FOR
MEN TO TRANSFORM THEIR LIVES" RICHARD JOY
Despite being in terrible shape, he began

In the rehab, Richard gave up all his

running, reading self-help books and doing

expectations of life and of who and what

his best to make something of his life,

he was, transforming his reality forever.

eventually doing an internship and landing

Calling this his 'spiritual experience' he

a job in publishing in London. Despite this

gave up all addictive behaviour and went

success, his drinking still continued, and he

on a journey of learning what a man truly

became needy and weak around a

is. In this process, he forgave his family, the

girlfriend, as well as working in a toxic

outer world, and himself, and found his life

drug-fuelled environment that led him to a

purpose - to help men lost as he was

suicidal hell. He drank himself into a stupor

recover from hopeless states and embark

and woke up in a rehab, where his story

on their own heroic journey, using a blend

changed forever.

of philosophy, psychology and spirituality.

CONTACT RICHARD
rjoy@recovering-man.com
Twitter: /recovering_man
Facebook: /recoveringman
Instagram: recovering_man
recoveringman.org

HACK#1
ADOPT HERO PSYCHOLOGY
Our world is childish and oversimplified at

masculinity. What else explains the insane

present. Headlines and the Twitterati

popularity of aggressive and often sexually

demand the world be split into goodies

violent gangster rap amongst white

and baddies with zero nuance.

middle-class boys in the west?

This is a boy’s mentality – it fits the

Yes, hating masculinity and making boys

narrative of heroes and villains we grew up

more feminine doesn’t make boys men or

with in storybooks.

more balanced. It traps them in weakness,

In the real world, good and evil exists in

confusion and resentment.

every man’s heart, yet we live in a world

You may be a lost boy unable to grow up,

where masculinity is increasingly

you may be a well-rounded man, yet the

stigmatized as violent, unfeeling, sick and

level of indiscipline in our society is so

‘toxic’. The message is that strong men are

endemic, we all need this hack on

baddies.

removing the roots of Boy Psychology from

Such claims may have begun on solid

our souls so we can grow as men.

ground, with people looking to help

In the classic men’s development book,

wounded men learn to free themselves

King, Warrior, Magician, Lover by Robert L.

from torment and see that anger and

Moore and Douglas Gillette they state:

aggression are weakness disguised as

“What is missing is not what many depth

strength.

psychologists assume is missing; this

However, we’ve reached a point now where

is, adequate connection with the inner

men have no role models at all to teach

feminine.

them what a healthy man is, and how he

“In many cases, these men seeking help

handles his emotions, his urges, desires

had been, and were continuing to

and energies.

be, overwhelmed by the feminine.

So we continue to pathologize masculinity

“What they were missing was a connection

and demand that men become more

to the deep and

emotional, more comfortable, more

instinctual masculine energies; the

wounded, more feminine.

potentials of mature masculinity.”

When our culture sees no value in

Because no one (honest) can take you from

masculinity, young boys see no value in real

Boy Psychology to Man Psychology, you

men, and in this vacuum, they become

must take the most important step a man

more confused and begin finding meaning

can take and assume responsibility for your

in ridiculous forms of caricature hyper-

own development.

You must travel to the deep sources of

He doesn’t bitch and moan, even in the

masculine energy potentials that lie

face of great adversity, he is deeply

within you.

loyal and has integrity to his values, he

The beauty of this journey is that your

is a noble leader and follower, he is

truth lies just beneath your complaining

competent, and he never gives in. We

and victim stories. Society will tie your

all fuck up from time to time, we all get

head in knots and rip your soul to

sad and need get out the pain at times,

shreds on the subject of what a real

yet having Maximus as an inner guide

man is. Usually they’ll say there isn’t

keeps me with an archetype to follow.

such a thing after suggesting a real man
is someone who shows his feelings and
cries. I’ve no truck with men crying if
they have to, but let’s be honest, men
have evolved from tribal warriors, as
spiritual entities fighting against often

ACTIONS
1.

HOW CAN YOU TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY FOR
YOUR OUTCOMES TODAY?

2.

WHO IS A HEROIC
MASCULINE ARCHETYPE
YOU CAN FOLLOW AS A
GUIDE AND MODEL YOUR
BEHAVIOUR ON?

3.

HOW CAN YOU COMMIT
TO BEING MORE OPENMINDED AND SEEING THE
COUNTER OF AN
ARGUMENT YOU
VEHEMENTLY DISAGREE
WITH?

4.

IF YOU FEEL WOUNDED,
WHO CAN YOU SPEAK TO
WHO IS TRUSTWORTHY
AND WILLING TO LISTEN?
WHO WILL ACTUALLY
HELP YOU? DECIDE AND
REACH OUT TO THAT
PERSON TODAY.

5.

HOW CAN YOU KEEP
YOURSELF
ACCOUNTABLE?

6.

HOW CAN YOU GET BACK
ON TRACK WHEN YOU
FIND YOURSELF BITCHING
AND MOANING WHEN YOU
SHOULD GET AFTER IT?

insurmountable odds and coming
through battered, bruised, and
ultimately, better than ever.
Just think of the human and
evolutionary journey that has given
birth to you, from pure cosmic
chemicals to your present physical
state, with all the battles and missions
your ancestors overcame, all to build
you.
There is a time for tears, yet crying in a
heap is not what a man is, the man who
wants to talk about his feelings and cry
when the village is attacked is not a
man you can rely on.
More importantly, you cannot rely on
yourself in that state. If you’re wounded,
by all means go and sort that out, then
come back to the front line and prepare
yourself for an arduous challenge, to
battle against the odds in the fight of
your life. Don’t be remembered for your
tears, be remembered for how you
overcame them, for how you fought
with honour, grit and courage.
We all know what a real man is deep
inside. Look inside you, who arises?
For me, it has always been Maximus
from the Ridley Scott movie Gladiator.
Men (and women) respect Maximus.
Why? Because he is the embodiment of
Hero Psychology.

HACK#2
REFRAMING
What’s so amazing about the brain is that

By acknowledging the neutrality of life, you

it really is malleable – you can literally

disempower your negative narratives by

change how you think. Reframing is the

bringing a new fundamentally truthful

number one way to do this.

dimension into your consciousness.

Once this technique is firmly established,

Now, this doesn’t mean victim narratives

you begin to see negativity as nourishment

will immediately cease, they will definitely

and pain as opportunity. I love the way ex-

continue, and that’s a good thing, as every

Navy Seal and now famous podcaster

time they manifest it is a clear sign that

Jocko Willink sees a hellish situation

you must reframe your thinking to a truer

building around him and says ‘Good!’

plain.

This is a man who isn’t running from fear,

The core vision at play here is one that

but has learnt that in facing it he will get

removes you from a place of helplessness

tougher, better, stronger. No matter what

and victimhood, i.e., ‘I can’t do that

life throws at you, before panicking,

because of x’ to ‘I don't know the limits of

freezing and doubting yourself, give

what I can do - let's see what's possible.’

yourself some time to reframe the

At this juncture, many men say, “Yes, but

situation.

you don’t understand my story, my trauma

Of course, what you need to reframe is

and my pain!”

unique to you, yet once you’ve nailed the

At this I say, “Yes, I do. And I want you to

simple fundamentals you can apply this

ask yourself this; ‘Is my pain, trauma and

technique regularly.

victim narrative really serving me?’” The

First, you must attack any narrative that

answer is of course, ‘No.’

conceptualises life in terms of ‘bad luck’ or

While you may even be right that you are a

‘unfairness’. Bad luck and fairness are

victim, this doesn’t serve you at all. It

concepts you’ve invented. The reality is that

actually chains you to pain for eternity. One

life doesn’t give a fuck either way. Life just

of the things that changed my life path

is. It is neutral. It’s not bias against you

from a trajectory straight into the fires of

anymore than a tree is bias against the

hell to balance, meaning and drive was

wind. This is a fundamental piece of inner

giving up my hatred, resentment and

engineering - we must let truth spread in

victim narrative. I had reframe and forgive

your inner environment. Negative self-talk

those who had wronged me to save myself.

is mostly neurosis spreading from a desire

As a child, I’d been tortured by my

to remedy inner sub-conscious turmoil.

psychotic drug addled elder brother as he

beat my mother and me senseless on a

After a few months of heavy drinking he

regular basis. I also felt abandoned by

was found hanging in his garage.

my distant father and betrayed again by

Now this man may have had other issues

those closest to me after suffering

besides that event, but that was the

through the infidelities of my girlfriend

catalyst for his tragic end.

in my later teens.

Reframing is also a tool to rework our

By age 20 I was traumatised, panic-

own wrongs, as we seek to learn rather

stricken, brutalised, distrusting and full

than damn ourselves for eternity.

of resentment for life.
I was convinced nobody had it as bad
as me – a poisonous belief. Only when I
entered my own form of recovery did I
meet people letting go of there
resentments towards people who’d
beaten and battered them. I saw people

ACTIONS
1.

WRITE DOWN HOW YOUR
PREVIOUS BAD
EXPERIENCES AND
NEGATIVE BEHAVIOURS
CAN IMPACT YOUR
JOURNEY IN A POSITIVE
WAY

2.

WRITE DOWN WAYS IN
WHICH YOU CAN ENSURE
YOU ARE ACTING OUT
YOUR REFRAMED LIFE
NARRATIVES

3.

WRITE DOWN WAYS IN
WHICH YOU CAN RECOUP
AND NOT BE TOO HARD
ON YOURSELF IF YOU
MESS UP. PROGRESS ISN’T
ABOUT HAVING PERFECT
DAYS, BUT ABOUT
PERSISTENTLY TRYING TO
ACT IN ACCORDANCE
WITH A REFRAMED
VISION OF YOURSELF:
WITH REPETITION, IT WILL
ASTOUND YOU.

forgiving people for heart-wrenching
emotional and sexual abuse which was
worse than what I'd suffered.
I learnt that these people weren’t
forgiving their abusers because what
happened to them was okay, it was
because they wanted to be free of the
pain and victim mentality. They didn’t
want to define themselves by their
trauma any longer. They were
reframing.
A key part of this is beginning to see
that what we have suffered from can
show us a depth of life and a
connection with others we couldn’t
have otherwise found. This breeds a
duty in us to help others.
Hence, traumatic experience becomes
reframed from a life-shattering event, to
a brutal experience from which we’ve
grown stronger.
A final note for those who live with guilt
and shame, this technique is exactly the
same for you.
We often talk about the bad things that
have happened to us and we don’t
want to acknowledge the bad things
we have done.
I once had a friend who raised his
hands to his partner when drunk. He
loved her dearly, but couldn’t cope with
what he’d done and how she looked at
him after that.

HACK#3
JUST DO THE BASICS
This hack is the most direct and productive

The Russian writer Anton Chekhov said:

of the six and it’s so simple: add one tiny

“Any fool can face a crisis, it’s the day-to-

improvement to your life per day by doing

day that wears you out.”

the simple shit first.

The reason the day-to-day wears folks out

This isn't arduous or difficult. It’s easy. Just

is because they aren’t growing. They aren’t

do the simple things.

evolving.

Do the washing-up.

When you don’t do the basics, and put a

Take out the bins.

little extra in, you stagnate, and then decay.

Go for a jog.

Many men think if they just go for it in the

Do the easy things and commit to doing

gym or clean the whole flat one day of the

them on a regular basis. You’ll be amazed

month, that’s getting shit done.

how this clears your mind.

It’s not.

If you want to go to the next level – do

True growth is in doing the simple,

these things every day consistently, and

manageable stuff that takes a tiny bit of

add a tiny little bit of effort at the end

effort every day without fail.

every time. This tiny bit of extra effort will

It doesn’t take talent or amazing skill, it's

build up over time and morph your world

basic discipline, a commitment to your

into a much, much richer, more peaceful

own quality of life, and it really works with

and stable environment, and you won't

anything.

even notice the extra effort.

For example, if you want to get abs, start

Further, as you get your shit together,

doing a sit up extra a day. In 3 months

people will begin to trust you, to look up to

you’ll be doing around 100 a day and

you even. The issue with men today isn’t so

getting jacked.

much that they do the wrong things in

If you want to get more money or a raise at

their search for personal development, it’s

work, work a little extra every single day

that they don’t do them consistently.

once everyone else has gone. After two

Hence their system falls down and they go

months of this, watch your stock rise.

back into boy mode and complain that

The biggest stumbling block you face at

‘nothing works’.

this point is in believing that this won't

But it does. You just have to stick with it

work.

while you’re getting no returns and doing

Fuck that. Do it. See for yourself. Don’t

seemingly insignificant tasks, tasks that

believe anything. Know.

seem tiny but are actually mammoth.

There’s no getting around the fact that the

buck stops with you, that hard work is
the only way, yet this is the quickest
and most effective method in getting
there.
Remember, you don’t have to be a

ACTIONS
1.

WRITE DOWN WHAT JOBS
YOU SLACK ON THAT ARE
EASY TO DO?

2.

THINK ABOUT THE TIMES
YOU PROCRASTINATE
AND HOW SHITTY YOU
FEEL AFTER - COMMIT TO
FILLING THOSE TIMES
WITH SIMPLE EASY ACTS
YOU DO BEFORE LEISURE
TIME

3.

THINK OF A NEW SKILL,
HOBBY OR CRAFT YOU
WANT TO WORK ON AND
COMMIT TO A DAILY
INCREMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT

4.

WRITE DOWN WHY THE
SIMPLE, BASIC, EASY-TODO THINGS DEFINE YOUR
FATE, NOT THE BIG
ACTIONS ONCE EVERY
FEW MONTHS

5.

WHAT SIMPLE THING CAN
YOU DO RIGHT NOW TO
IMPROVE YOUR LIFE?

genius or work so hard that you can’t lift
your head, you just need to practice one
thing consistently come rain or shine.
It is in our habits our fortunes are cast,
so what you do right now makes all the
difference.
This doesn’t mean you have to climb
Mount Everest, it just means you have to
do what is right in front of you now.
Remember: healthy men do the simple
things that are easy to do that others
don’t.
There's no big secret here, no arcane
knowledge, it's a simple truth that a
man who keeps himself growing, stable
and secure does simple acts every
day. He does the simple basics whether
he feels like it or not.
That's it.
That's how you keep disciplined and
avoid falling into chaos, depression and
pain - the seedbed of neurosis,
addictions and the infantile man.
As you’ll find, when you implement
simple, incremental disciplines and
improvements to every area of your life
progressively, it becomes a way of life.
When this happens, you will see doors
open around you that you didn’t even
know existed.
Your fate is in your hands. You can let
your life grow into a rich existence or
decay into the pain and misery that’s
effected a whole generation.
Both of these paths are marked by daily
decisions around east, simple to do
tasks.

HACK#4
DEATH-BASED MEDITATION
When a man embarks on a quest to create

That evil voice that predicts fate before

greatness and find meaning in his life he

reality even gets a say.

gets heavily invested in the outcome of a

When you’re in this state you need to get

business deal, a phone call or a public

some humility and stop playing God.

speaking engagement.

You need to shut up and let life show you

We can put such meaning into overcoming

what it has in store.

a small challenge on our path that we

Think of the mark you want to leave on the

psyche ourselves out.

world.

We carry the baggage of a lifetime into the

Think how, in only a few decades, you’ll be

big moments of our lives, and this

dead and forgotten like the billions of

generates deadly fear in our system.

humans before you.

When we’re overloaded with anxiety, the

Soon, none of this fear will matter one iota,

sympathetic nervous system comes alive

yet here it is destroying your reality.

and the fight or flight mechanism floods

What matters in the end is what you went

the system with adrenaline.

for, not what you shied away from.

The monkey brain senses a life or death

The most common regret people have on

event and the internal alarm bellows in our

their deathbeds is caving into fear and not

bones, calling for us to fight, freeze or run.

going for what they really wanted to do.

We’ve all been there. It’s a hard wave to

Fear feels like it's all there is in the

ride and stay intact.

moment.

We cannot live meaningful lives when fear

It is so powerful that it lures you into

has such a hold on us.

obeying its demands.

We must always be willing to face fear and

Yet this is an illusion.

learn the necessary lessons in order to

It kept me in a state of perpetual terror for

expand our consciousness.

so long I fell deeper and deeper into pain

One amazing way of doing this is Death-

and trauma.

Based Meditation.

I was convinced no one understood the

This technique is especially useful when

depth of my panic, the abuse I’d suffered

great fear, insecurity and doubt arises in

and what I went through, so I couldn’t be

your mind.

expected to face such a burden.

You know the voice. The one that says ‘I’m

Bullshit.

not good enough. How can I do this?’ and

Fear tells you this to keep you Decaying,

so forth.

festering and lost.

Stand up. Be heard. It doesn’t matter if
you shake, your voice quivers or you
have a panic attack. It won’t kill you.
Fuck fear.
You must adopt this attitude.

ACTIONS
1.

SET ASIDE 10 MINUTES
WHEN YOU KNOW YOU
WON'T BE DISTURBED.
TURN OFF ANY
DISTRACTIONS AND SIT
WITH A STRAIGHT SPINE.

2.

TAKE IN A DEEP BREATH
TO THE COUNT OF SIX
THROUGH YOUR NOSE,
HOLD FOR 3 SECONDS,
THEN BREATHE OUT
THROUGH YOUR MOUTH
FOR 6 SECONDS AND
HOLD FOR 3 SECONS.
REPEAT THIS FOUR TIMES.

3.

SPEND A FEW MINUTES IN
PEACEFUL MEDITATION,
FOCUSING ONLY ON YOUR
BREATH

The second you accept whatever fear
can do to you is the second you take
the biggest leap forward of your life.
Once I accepted whatever fear could
throw at me, I began utilising deathbased meditation and was able to
confront my all-time phobia of speaking
in front of large crowds.
This was the core of my panic. It was
the great terrifying unknown and
represented death in my mind.
I focused on the fact the fear was purely
egocentric and self-centred to the core
- remember, fear is a form of selfobsession - it's purely about our ego.
I spent time meditating on who I
wanted to be, about how I’m going to
die, and how I want to make the most
of my time here on earth.
This didn’t make the fear fall away as

4.

much as it gave me the courage to face
it.
As you’ll see, when you stand up to fear,
you may shiver, panic and do all
manner of weird things – but here’s the
rub – none of that matters one tiny iota.
That is only pride, Let yourself be able to
fail, realise you will die, you will be
amazed how well you can perform once
you adopt this mentality.
When the impossible is faced, we see
that it never really was the giant, evil,
devouring spectre we though it was.
Death-Based Meditation will help you
towards this realization.
It can be used whenever needed and
puts the truth fully in perspective.

5.

THINK ABOUT HOW YOUR
TIME WILL COME TO AN
END ON THIS PLANET THINK HOW YOU WON'T
BE CAPABLE OF ALL THE
THINGS YOU CAN
ACHIEVE NOW FOREVER.
THINK ABOUT HOW LUCKY
YOU ARE TO HAVE THIS
TIME ON EARTH AND
WHAT YOU WOULD DO IF
FEAR WAS NOT AN
OPTION.
FINALLY THINK ABOUT
HOW FEAR BLOCKS YOU
FROM LIVING THE LIFE
YOU WANT AND HOW IT
DOESN'T EVEN SERVE A
PURPOSE

HACK#5
JOURNALING
All of the work you do in becoming a

yourself a diary, or get a pad of paper and

better, stronger, more balanced man

every morning read from a book that

hinges upon regular grounding in your

inspires you greatly.

vision and purpose.

This book must carry emotional resonance

You must be able to tell someone what

and engage you with your higher purpose.

you’re all about without hesitation – you

It could be a daily quotations book, a

must have your goals clear.

spiritual or religious text, a self-help book –

Why? Because when you lose focus on

anything that makes your soul light up and

what you’re aiming at you fall back into

see the truth.

mediocrity (or worse).

Every day, read a short passage and write

Having regular, clear reminders of what

how that relates to you in no more than

you’re shooting for keeps a man charging

300 words.

forward, it naturally orients every area of his

Next, write a gratitude list.

life.

Think of 10 things you’re grateful for. This

The easiest way to do this is to keep a

simple act is amazingly powerful in

journal.

detoxifying negativity from the brain,

This hack isn’t about writing pages and

taking you out of a victim mentality and

pages of aimless shit.

blocking you from blaming others.

If you want to float around meaninglessly

Next, write the most important thing you

waiting for genius to pop out of thin air,

have to do that day.

you’re going to be waiting a long time.

This may be to give your all in your job, get

Second to that, you’re going to be wasting

to the gym, or keep a clean diet. You will

time, energy and opportunity.

know what you have to do if you really ask

The journaling you should do is all about

honestly.

connecting with a higher vision of being

Write it down and get clear on your

prepared, courageous and ready to face

mission for the day.

tough days, all with the aim of moulding

Next think of one thing you can do today

and shaping you into a force of nature.

to make someone else’s life better.

So, you need to ensure you make time

This may be picking up litter from the park,

every morning and every evening to

actively listening to someone who’s

connect with that vision.

speaking with you, or giving a tin of food to

You don’t need to write shedloads either.

charity.

10 minutes for each session will do. Buy

It can be anything, small or big, just do

something for someone other than you.

Meditation and prayer is amazingly

Next, write down what your purpose is

powerful for this, yet if you’re not spiritually

in a sentence.

inclined, you can repeat affirmations to

This may be "to bring health to those

yourself regarding your qualities and

around me", or "to become a decent

destiny.

man", whatever it is that rings true in
your heart.
Next, think about what sacrifices you’re
making to realise your goals. Are you
quitting smoking, drinking, porn, or
lying?
One sacrifice I made when starting my

ACTIONS
1.

BUY A JOURNAL

2.

BUY OR PICK OUT TWO
BOOKS TO READ EVERY
DAY FOR GUIDANCE AND
MEANING - PICK TEXTS
THAT RESONATE WITH
YOUR LIFE GOALS

3.

ENSURE YOU FIND 15
MINUTES IN THE MORNING
AND FIFTEEN MINUTES IN
THE EVENING TO
JOURNAL AS LAID OUT IN
THIS HACK

own business was to sell my PS4, as
time spent playing FIFA was not
productive time.
It smarted taking it out of my life, but it
has been well worth it.
Finally, write out any pressing fears or
resentments you may have. Get them
out and make them clear. If let to fester,
fear and resentment manifests in
anxiety and anger, so garden your soul.
In the evening, you get out your diary
and you start again.
You do another short reading from a
preferred inspirational book or text and
jot down how you can implement the
teaching in your life.
Next you answer the following
questions:
What did I do well today?
What could I have done better?
Was I honest to others and myself?
Do I need to apologise to anyone?
How many things did I achieve today?
Did I do everything I could today to
make progress?
Where are my weaknesses?
What can I do tomorrow to get better?
What harsh realities do I need to tell
myself - the more truthful you are, the
more you will grow.
Finally, end the day with a period of
clarifying your vision.

HACK#6
OPTIMIZE YOUR
ENVIRONMENT
In this day and age we are surrounded by a

inspired and kept aligned with your

mountain of shit. You can’t walk out of your

purpose and mission.

door without a half naked woman on a

Firstly, unfollow anyone or anything

billboard, or on the TV at the gym in some

negative across social media. Even the stuff

soul-rotting hip-pop vid, and the internet is

that you like. Nothing that engenders

flooded with porn.

anger or judgement in your heart should

All of this is designed to make you weak.

stay.

A hapless consumer led by basic instincts.

This hack is essentially a form a

Powerful corporations want to drain your

preventative medicine.

balls and your wallet.

By simply unfollowing these negative

It takes guts and inner steel to stand up to

voices who spread sickness into the air, and

this.

replacing them with positive figures and

Every man is tempted, but the journey of

people who are actually interested in

looking past this easy sex is one that will

getting shit done, you will find much more

make you admirable.

peace and tranquillity in your average day.

Similarly, talking heads and blue-tick

There’s a famous saying that we are the

Twitter narcissists rule the political space.

summation of the six people we spend the

Everything is outrageous for some reason.

most time with, yet in this day and age,

Someone is always evil, someone is always

these people tend to be increasingly in the

good, someone has to be ‘deplatformed’.

digital sphere.

While this malady of modern times comes

Hence, you need to optimise your personal

to you as justice and meaning, this is

and digital environment.

actually a superficial façade, as what lies

Think of who you admire, who you want to

beneath is just as distracting, meaningless

emulate, and make sure to follow these

and mind numbing as sexualised

people and like their content (this makes

advertising, pop music and porn.

sure online algorithms show you more

These things neither help nor serve you.

from that person).

It’s time to optimize your environment so

Now, I’m aware you cannot completely

when you’re on social media or going

detoxify your environment. You will have

about your day, you’re maximizing the

negative influences breaking in, yet there is

opportunities in which you can be driven,

a solution.

I developed this solution when I went
on a sexual cleanse.
I realised I’d become completely
oversexed by living in a pornofied and
sexualised culture.

ACTIONS
1.

UNFOLLOW ANYONE WHO
POSTS NEGATIVE, ANGERINDUCING OR INANE CRAP
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

2.

REPLACE THOSE PEOPLE
WITH POSITIVE,
INSPIRING PEOPLE WHO
ARE TRYING TO ACHIEVE
THINGS

Every orgasm is the expelling of core
masculine energy that is immensely
powerful in shaping your body, bringing
drive and achieving balance, and like
many men, I had begun to associate it
as just a release of stress.
All I had to do was go online and jack
off to some seedy video, or go on Tinder
and find a date.
This is not what nature intended for us.
What animal sits around jerking off to
other animals doing it? And when else
in history has hook-up culture been so
prevalent?
These things seem amazing when
you’re young, but as you grow you see
they don’t make you stronger, better
and wiser.
The whole purpose of wanting to get
laid and struggling to get a girl you
really want is for a boy to learn the
confidence, aura and charm of a man.
We’ve forsaken that for easy hook-ups
and porn. This is why so many men stay
as boys well into their 20s and 30s.
So, I went on a cleanse, and
immediately found sexualised material
all around me. I couldn’t escape it, so I
began to use it as fuel. When I saw a
half naked women on a music video in
the gym, that acted as inspiration, as
that video is the lure of weakness trying
to tempt me in. I would audibly say ‘No.’
in my mind, remind myself of my higher
purpose, and get lifting heavy.
It’s a powerful motivator and a quick
way to turn temptation into courage.It
can be used whenever needed. So,
think about how you can maximise your
environment both online and offline, as
well as how you can use temptations to
empower your growth.

3.

USE EVERY INSTANCE OF
NEGATIVITY, LUST AND
CLICKBAIT TO EMPOWER
YOU INTO BECOMING
STRONGER, MORE
DISCIPLINED AND A
BETTER MAN

